The P&L Specialties Post Destemmer Sorting Table is designed to complete your premium fruit sorting and delivery capabilities. This unique unit can be utilized to deliver fruit to a bin, fermenter, pump or a small press. To ensure the ultimate in wine quality our Proprietary Post Destemmer Sorting Table is designed for hand-sorting to remove any unwanted jacks, sheared stems, rejected berries, or M.O.G. (Material Other than Grape) from the destemmed fruit. It was specifically developed to meet the demanding needs of the ultra premium winemaker. Its unique design features raised sidewalls to contain valuable liquid and provide product separation for excellent sorting results. Using an internal drive, oil-cooled motor allows a greater range of speed controls. An option is to add a crusher-roller unit at the end of the table. The adjustable crusher-roller unit can be easily rolled into or out of the path of the fruit needed. Some of the finest wineries in the world are using the P&L Specialties Post Destemmer Sorting Table “downstream” of the P&L Specialties Le Trieur must sorter.